• Submitted to J. Low The formalism of canonical ~uantization was then applied to the classical theory of. :fluids. These theories, due to their highly nonlinear character,
give rise to cut-off problems.
It is the. purpose of this work to demonstrate that the basic .. 
Now the classical hydrodynamic description of the liquid provides an expression for the energy of the macroscopic movem.ent of the liquid;
The energy density of the system is 2" pv + p € P . , where is the internal energy of a unit mass of the liquid, which is supposed to depend only on the density p of the liquid. This classical.expression provides Landau with the quasimacroscopic Hamiltonian of his theory,
However, the representation of this expression as an operator necessitates "'" r-;
,-.;
.....,
(1. 4)
From the known commutation relations of the fields p(x) and J(x),
one obtains the commutation relations for the components of this velocity operator,
The Landau quantum hydrodynamics then consists of the Heisenberg equations of motion fo~ p~) and ..:r(x) with the given Hamiltonian (1.3).
,..., ....,.
In our derivation of the quantum hydrodynamic equations we start The local observables are just the obj ects which we are working with, namely, current and density operators. These are the local fields in the sense of abstract field theory .
II. N-BODY HAMILTONIAN IN TERMS OF DENSITIES AND CURRENTS
We consider a system of N identical spinless bosons interacting
• through a local two-body potential which is described by the Hamiltonian
The expression for the Hamiltonian in the language of second quantization is given by
where the field operators satisfy the following canonical commutation relations:
[1jr(X), 1jr(y)] == 0, .
. ,.... ....., IV " "
In the second-quantized formalism, these operators are given by
...... ,..., 
III. HEISENBERG EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR DENSITIES AND CURRENTS
One can now calculate the Heisenberg equations of motion for the observable quantities p(~) and ~(~, which satisfy the algebra (2.5), using the Hamiltonian (2.8). For the particle density p we obtain the equation of continuity: ' . L. With the density and current operators realized in this way, the algebra (2.5) is automatically satisfied and the dynamics is contained in the solutions to a functional Schroo.inger eCluation. 
